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In a report, UK-based Pantheon Macroeconomics has remained pessimistic about the growth path of the Philippines this year even as the rest of the world slowly recovers from the pandemic.
Lingering economic woes risk turning Philippines into basket case
The real-world significance of this volume stands in stark contrast to the failures of virtually all orthodox economists to either understand the causes of the recession or offer viable solutions for ...
After the Great Recession
I also continue to write (less frequently) on macroeconomics and politics. Let’s buy the argument that Bitcoin is truly limited to 21 million units, and that it’s a better form of crypto than ...
What About Bitcoin 2, Bitcoin 3, Bitcoin 4 Etc?
This Beta-galactosidase market report also includes a segment-by-segment examination of macroeconomics factors, controlling variables, and parent market conditions, as well as competitive intensity.
Beta-galactosidase Market Scope, Future Prospects And Competitive Analysis 2021 to 2027 | Novozymes, Enze Bio
9. Case study I: the causal direction between taxes and government spending in the postwar period 10. Case study II: the causal direction between money and prices 11. Causality and macroeconomics.
Causality in Macroeconomics
The report also gives a snapshot of the power sector in the country on broad parameters of macroeconomics, supply security, generation infrastructure, transmission and distribution infrastructure ...
Australia Power Market Swot Analysis by Key Players AGL Energy, Snowy Hydro, EnergyAustralia
The center plans to organize a series of consulting projects of the IMF for the country in the main areas: macroeconomics, management of public finances, monetary policy, regulation of the ...
National Bank of Kazakhstan takes part in meeting of Coordination Committee of IMF Regional Dev't Center
On Wednesday he testified before the House Financial Services Committee during a hearing on climate change and macroeconomics ... will result in damage in the tens of trillions, he said. Solutions to ...
Expert Tells House Committee Climate Change Could Wreck US Economy
What they’re saying: "This should be the peak," according to a note from Pantheon Macroeconomics' Ian Shepherdson. "The key question for the Fed ... is whether the spike in core inflation raises ...
This could be peak inflation
Luis Aureliano, a macroeconomics analyst with a 15-year track record in the financial services industry believes that this is just the tipping point for a wave of innovation to materialize in the ...
Meet The Platforms Pushing the Limits of NFTs
Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon Macroeconomics notes the ADP model includes other economic data that have strengthened as the economy has reopened. "But firms appear not to be able to find all the ...
US private hiring surges, adding 978,000 positions in May — ADP
It was at $66.5 billion in March 2020. What they’re saying: "The underlying trend in core orders is still rising strongly," Pantheon Macroeconomics’ Ian Shepherdson said. "Don’t worry about ...
Census report shows businesses are investing in themselves
Samuel Tombs, chief U.K. economist at Pantheon Macroeconomics, pointed out the Bank of England's language on leaning against downside risks was new. "Given this overt dovishness, the economic ...
Pound drops after Bank of England says it doesn't want to undermine recovery
"Steady as she goes seems to be the key message from today’s session in Frankfurt," said Claus Vistesen, chief eurozone economist at Pantheon Macroeconomics. The euro was little changed against the ...
ECB holds eurozone interest rate at 0%
Particularly interested in macroeconomics, geopolitics, and applying a topdown-view of markets. Specialized in analyzing market share and potential monopolistic, duopolistic, and oligopolistic ...
QQQ: Global Top-Down Trends Point Toward Sustained Bullishness
In its weekly monitor, UK-based Pantheon Macroeconomics said the relatively slow pace of vaccination in the Philippines indicates that early 2023 is the best chance for herd immunity the country ...
‘Philippines herd immunity most likely in 2023’
A strengthening pound and adequate labor supply are likely to keep inflation under control, said Samuel Tombs, chief economist at Pantheon Macroeconomics in London. The inflation will probably ...
UK inflation up more than expected amid COVID fluctuations
We currently expect India’s real GDP to grow at 9.6 per cent in 2021 and 7 per cent in 2022,” Moody’s said in a report titled “Macroeconomics India: Economic shocks from second Covid wave ...
Moody’s cuts 2021 India’s growth forecast to 9.6 pc
Consumer spending enjoyed a double-digit uplift this June, with Barclaycard reporting that spending on plastic jumped 11.1% compared ... optimistic about micro and macroeconomics respectively.
Summer of sport, sun & socializing sees consumer spending surge 11.1% in June
But Samuel Tombs, with consultancy Pantheon Macroeconomics ... Government spending in May fell by almost 11 billion pounds to just under 82 billion pounds. Finance minister Rishi Sunak has ...
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